ABSTRACT

Purpose: The aim of the article is to present an experimental setting for bending strength testing of metal specimens covered with PEEK.

Materials and methods: Three groups of metal specimens made of cobalt chromium alloy are produced using the lost wax technique: group 1 – specimens with a smooth metal surface; group 2 – sand blasted metal surface; group 3 - sand blasted metal surface with retention crystals. The shape and size of the specimens are designed to correspond to the retentive elements of the apparatus for micro tension and micro pressure LMT 100. PEEK is pressed over the specimens, and after thermal cycling, the bond between metal alloy and PEEK is studied using bending strength three-point micro testing.

Results and discussion: The experimental setting is focused on the type of specific contact surface between the two materials. The design corresponds to the requirements of apparatus LMT 100 and allows the production of a big number of specimens. Because of the thermal regime of BioHPP pressing, it is impossible to add groups of specimens using contemporary adhesives on the metal surface.

Conclusion: Created specimens allow strength investigation by three-point bending micro testing. The experimental setting provides the production of a big number of specimens with the same shape and size.
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INTRODUCTION

BioHPP is a thermoplastic high technology polymer on the base of PEEK. The mechanical and biological properties of the material make it suitable for medical and dental use. In the field of dental medicine, it can be used for removable and fixed prosthetic restorations, the production of individual implants and implant abutments, orthodontic wires, and obturators [1, 2, 3]. The strength of the connection between PEEK and other dental materials is important for the durability and period of use of the dental constructions [4, 5]. Specific treatment of the contact surfaces improves the bond strength between PEEK and other materials [6, 7, 8]. For strength studies of the dental materials, different methods and experimental settings are used [9, 10, 11, 12]. At bending strength measurements, one part of the specimen is exposed to pressure, and the other is exposed to tension (stretching).

Aim

Developing our own experimental setting for bending strength testing of metal specimens covered with PEEK.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

- Profile bar wax – a mixture of natural waxes with hard consistency needed for facilitated work. Measurements: 2.00 mm X 1.00 mm, Dentaurum, Germany.
- Cobalt chromium base alloy - Cristalloy M (Sandental Ltd., Bulgaria) – cobalt chromium alloy.
Fig. 2. BioHPP granules.

Specimens are produced by the classical method of the lost wax technique (Fig. 3, 4) with the following sequence: Profile bar wax is used to produce the metal bars. The length of each specimen is 25mm.

The specimens are divided into three groups according to the configuration of the metal surface:
- Group 1 - Smooth metal surface
- Group 2 - Sand blasted metal surface
- Group 3 - Sand blasted metal surface with retentive crystals - Retention crystals 0,5mm, Bredent, Germany.

- Preparation for pressing PEEK: A wax area with size 7 mm x 2 mm is modeled over the casted metal bars and replaced with the biopolymer by pressing (Fig. 5).

Fig. 3. Standard crucible with wax prototypes.

Specimens prepared for investing.

Fig. 4. Casted metal bars.

The wax modeled metal specimens are fixed to a bar of a profile wax, and the whole composition is carefully placed into the casting crucible (Fig. 6).

Fig. 5. Specimens prepared for investing.

Fig. 6. Specimens fixed into the crucible.

After production of the specimens, thermocycling is done using thermocycler LTC 100, LAM Technologies, Italy.

For the bending strength tests, the apparatus LMT100 (LAM Technologies, Italy), present at the Department of Prosthetic dentistry, FDM, MU – Plovdiv, is used. The designed retentive elements for the apparatus with fixing and a loading part are made of multicomponent steel (Fig. 7).
DISCUSSION

An important point at the creation of the experimental setting is that the size of the specimens must correspond to the size of the fixing retentive element of the apparatus LMT 100 for micro tension and micro pressure (LAM Technologies, Italy). The created experimental setting provides quick fixing of specimens in the desired position. The setting is focused on the type of the specific contact surface between the materials because the main purpose of the study is to measure the bond strength using the three-point micro test. The method of testing and the apparatus present at the department of prosthetic dentistry of MU Plovdiv define the size and the shape of the specimens. The retentive micro shapes in two of the study groups are classic and have proven their reliability in practice. It is impossible to add a group of test specimens using contemporary adhesive systems like polymers and metal primers because it is possible to harm or to burn the surface adhesive during the thermal regime of BioHPP pressing.

CONCLUSION

The created specimens allow strength measurements by three-point bending micro testing. The experimental setting provides the production of a big number of specimens with the same shape and size. We recommend the method for other static strength tests and for exploring the bond strength between two different types of materials. Further investigations of the reliability of the bond between BioHPP and the surface of the base metal alloy may include groups with retentive elements (crystals burnt without ash residue) with irregular shape on the metal surface, sand blasting with particles of different size (110 µm Al2O3), laser and acid preparation of the metal surface.

RESULTS

ISO standards for processing and use of dental materials are followed while making the specimens. After the casting of the metal alloy, the biopolymer is pressed over the metal surface. The specimens received after the strict completion of the laboratory protocol for pressing BioHPP over a base metal alloy are shown in Fig. 8. Three groups of 35 specimens each are produced. The size of each specimen is 2.00mm X 1.00mm X 25.00mm.
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